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**Abstract** – Individually labeled freshly emerged honeybee workers (*Apis mellifera*) from three unrelated source colonies were introduced into five host colonies. The location of the workers during their first eight days of life was monitored. Workers from the same source colony tended to be found more often in the same area of the comb than workers from a different source colony. Although kin recognition among workers cannot be ruled out as a possible mechanism for this pattern, the results can be more readily explained by phenomena related to self-organized pattern formation, individual behavioral threshold variability and genetically determined worker task specialization.
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**1. INTRODUCTION**

The honeybee queen is extremely polyandrous and as a consequence the colony is composed of numerous worker subfamilies, each having the same mother but different fathers [4]. This high intracolonial genotypic variance has a number of implications for evolutionary biology [14], and among other aspects has made the honeybee a prime test system for intranidal kin recognition [16]. Inclusive fitness theory predicts a high conflict potential among the subfamilies in the colony, fostering nepotistic behavior and kin recognition mechanisms. However, the impact of kin recognition and nepotistic behavior on colonial organization remains controversial [17, 19]. Whereas on several occasions nepotistic behavior has been claimed to be observed [16], there are also
repeated indications for a lack of adaptive kin recognition in honeybees [6, 10, 20, 22, 24]. Generally the effects at the behavioral level were found to be weak [19] in spite of a wide variety of potentially available recognition cues [e.g., 2, 16, 23, 36]. Whereas the consequences of the queen’s polyandry for intranidal recognition mechanisms among nest members are not very clear, they seem to be better understood for those mechanisms related to division of labor and worker task specialization [28, 31]. Genetic variance is thought to be a major factor, tightly interwoven in the design of the honeybee colony [14, 25, 28]. Colonial organization is currently explained through the classical hierarchical pheromone signals on the one hand, and self-organized patterns on the other [29]. Whereas the significance of the pheromonal signals is believed to be well understood, the intricate and subtle mechanisms underlying self-organization among workers are currently the subject of intensive research [11]. Several examples are known where so-called ‘cues’ [38] rather than classical biological signals govern processes of colony organization. Indeed, self-organized patterns based on such cues seem rather inevitable in complex biological units such as the honeybee colony. Page and Mitchell [32] showed that on the basis of individual variability in behavioral thresholds, stable patterns are bound to emerge, explaining the establishment of phenomena such as division of labor and genetically determined specialized workers. The numerous subfamilies in the colony provide an excellent genetic basis for variance in individual behavioral thresholds [29]. It is has been shown that pollen and nectar foragers have a genetically determined specific stimulus threshold for the release of a specific behavioral repertoire [35]. Stable patterns emerge if the action of the worker reduces or increases the threshold stimulus in the local environment, thereby regulating its own and other worker activities. Such classical feedback loop systems are believed to be the basis of many self-organized processes in insect societies in general [3].

The local conditions an individual worker experiences are clearly of great importance for its activities within this theoretical framework. By encountering specific situations and conditions in the colony, the worker will be exposed to an increasing array of stimuli that may or may not release behavioral responses depending on individual thresholds. Although worker bees exhibit a typical pattern during the course of age polyethism [21, 37], we certainly do not expect each and every worker to experience the identical local hive environment during its imaginal lifetime. Some workers may persist longer in the brood nest before visiting nest regions on the periphery than others, thus undergoing very individual nest experiences. It seems highly unlikely that these differences in individual experience will not influence the career of a worker in later life. Chance and random processes may play an important role, but in the light of the genetic variance for task specialization in older workers [32, 35] one might expect the location of young workers in the nest not to be random at all. Here we embarked on an investigation to see whether we could detect position differences among workers early in their imaginal lives, well before distinct task specialists had been established. In particular we wished to study whether there was a link between genotype and the location of workers in the hive during the first week of imaginal life.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Host colonies

Five queenright observation hives were established, each with a single Langstroth frame containing brood of all stages on both sides at Rhodes University (Grahamstown, South Africa). The colonies were allowed to forage freely but received supplementary feeding with sugar candy if necessary to prevent absconding, which is a frequent phenomenon in African subspecies of
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2.2. Focal workers

Under natural conditions the colony is composed of super- and half-sister families. Workers are thus related at least by \( r = 0.25 \). In order to show the potential genetic effects on the spatial distribution more clearly, we decided to experimentally increase the intracolonial genetic variance to reveal its potential effects. We chose to introduce workers from three unrelated colonies into each of our observation colonies. Sealed worker brood frames each consisting of an *A. m. capensis*, an *A. m. scutellata* and a natural hybrid colony were placed in an incubator (35 °C, 60% r.h.). Emerging workers were collected daily and labeled individually with small colored and numbered tags (Opalithplättchen). The tags were glued to the thorax of the workers with the top of the number in the walking direction to avoid identification errors during later observations. One hundred workers of each type were placed in a jar and mixed before introduction into the colony. The workers were simultaneously introduced into the observation colony on the bottom board. This procedure ensured that differences in the spatial distribution of workers among the three genetic groups could not be due to the introduction procedure. The introduced workers positioned themselves on the comb of their choice within a few minutes. Since all focal workers were of the same age, potential behavioral differences among workers could not be due to age polyethism.

2.3. Observations

2.3.1. Queenright colonies

The introduced workers were left unobserved during the first three days to allow for an undisturbed adaptation process in the host colony. Observations started after this period, using the following procedure. An observer read aloud the numbers of bees in each square beginning in the top left corner. Another person wrote down the numbers on a prepared protocol sheet. A census took about 15 minutes per frame side depending on the number of labeled workers on the comb. Six observation sessions were conducted per day for each colony. If a worker was found more than once during a census, only its first occurrence was recorded for further analysis. All workers observed in the same square were considered as ‘meeting’. Meeting of two workers under this definition thus does not involve any particular behavioral interaction among workers such as trophallaxis, grooming, or aggression. It simply refers to the distribution of the workers on the frame without assigning any subjective behavioral classification. After five days the experiment was terminated, and all labeled workers were removed from the colony. This was performed at night using a red light to keep disturbance within the colonies to a minimum.

2.3.2. Queenless colonies

It is known that workers of the studied races respond markedly differently in their reproductive behavior to queenless situations. *A. m. capensis* workers can develop into functional pseudoqueens in a week [37], producing a queenlike pheromone signal. This peculiar trait might interfere with the spatial distribution of the workers on the comb. We therefore removed the queens from three observation colonies and introduced another set of freshly emerged workers after 12 h as described above. Since *A. m. scutellata* brood frames were no longer available due to absconding problems, only workers from the *A. m. capensis* and hybrid colony were introduced. Observations were continued after three days as described above.
The data were entered into a computer using standard spread-sheet software (Microsoft Excel). Statistical evaluations were made using χ² contingency table analysis to detect deviation from random meeting of the workers on the comb.

3. RESULTS

Focal workers performing any of the classical tasks were rare, and most insects simply either sat or walked around in a seemingly random fashion. From all 25 192 observations, only in 53 cases could we classify worker behavior into any of the categories as defined by Seeley [38]. Although the majority of the three groups of focal workers were not involved in apparent tasks, their distributions in the colony deviated significantly from each other. In some extreme cases, workers of a certain group were almost exclusively found on one side of the frame, whereas others showed more even distributions. Figure 1 shows a typical example of the spatial distribution of the three worker groups on one frame side. Although these patterns changed over time, and we could not detect specific ‘home ranges’ of the various groups, the clustering of related bees was a persistent phenomenon. In colonies 1, 3 and 4 we consistently found on each observation day significant deviations from a homogeneous worker distribution, showing clustering of sister workers (χ² analysis, \( P < 0.05 \)).

Table I shows the pooled data for all five observation days. In order to determine whether workers of the same subgroup were preferentially found in the vicinity of each other, we tested whether the frequency of ‘meeting’ workers was higher within than between the subgroups with χ² analysis. Focal workers of the same origin met their own sister workers significantly more often than introduced workers from the other source colonies. In all queenright and queenless colonies, the observed number of met workers of the same subgroup was higher than expected (significant in all colonies except 2 and 5, χ² contingency table, \( P < 0.01 \)). If the data from the queenright colonies is presented in a way that shows the relative deviations (in %) from the expected frequencies under homogeneous distribution of meetings among the three types of workers (Fig. 2), we see that A. m. scutellata workers met workers of the same subgroup 11.8 ± 3.6% more frequently than expected. Hybrid bees showed a 5.1 ± 1.4% and A. m. capensis workers a 4.1 ± 1.2% bias in meeting frequencies.

In the queenless colonies we see a similar pattern (Fig. 3). Both A. m. capensis (11.2 ± 2.5%) and hybrid (4.5 ± 1.5%) workers met significantly more frequently with workers of their own origin.

4. DISCUSSION

The vast majority of workers in our study did not show any of the behaviors typical of their age group. This is not in contrast to the classical reports on age polyethism and division of labor, but rather a result of our observation technique and the composition of the observation colonies. We did not focus on specific workers expressing a particular behavior as in the classical studies on division of labor [21, 36], but instead performed periodic scans over all workers irrespective of their activity. Moreover, most cells of the comb contained sealed brood or were filled with honey and pollen, leaving little opportunity for activities typical of young workers such as cell inspecting, cell cleaning and brood care [38]. So even workers with low thresholds for cell cleaning, nursing or other typical in-hive activities had few opportunities to perform these tasks.

We know that bees, depending on age and task specialization, reside in different regions of the nest. Our study was, however, corrected for age because all workers were simultaneously introduced on the day of emergence. Moreover, most workers were all engaged in the same task (being inactive),
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yet their spatial distribution in the colony was obviously not random at all. We compared three groups of sister workers within their home range in the brood nest area predicted by age polyethism. Sister workers were more frequently found in close proximity to each other on the comb than were the unrelated workers. Often distinct clustering of workers of a certain subgroup could be observed. What are the potential reasons for clustering of related workers? Is it an adaptive process or merely an inevitable pattern not governed by natural selection?

Related workers interacting more closely with each other could be a sign of nestmate or kin recognition. Many cues have been suggested as potential kin recognition signals in honeybees [2]. However, whether these signals were actually used by the insects in our current observations or in any other observations on honeybee colonies complying with the criteria of kin recognition remains to be proven. Although kin recognition mechanisms have been repeatedly claimed for honeybees, their impact, if detectable at all, was weak at best [7].

Figure 1. Distribution of focal A. m. capensis, A. m. scutellata and hybrid workers on a frame (example from frame side A of colony 1 on 11 Nov. 1998). The data represents the pooled frequencies of six observation sessions throughout the day based on 319 individual worker sightings. In this case, clustering is particularly obvious with A. m. capensis workers having the highest distribution in the upper left corner of the frame (row 2, column 2). A. m. scutellata is more to the right in the upper middle (row 2, column 4), and the hybrid workers are even further to the right towards the upper right corner (row 2, column 6) of the frame (row 1 = top of frame).
We cannot rule out a kin recognition mechanism as a possible explanation for our observations. The young workers might cluster because of support for each other in a way as yet unknown to us. However, clustering certainly did not occur because of the distribution of subfamilies in the brood. The queen in the host colony was unrelated to all introduced workers, and the focal worker-brood relatedness was zero. It seems difficult at this stage to interpret the clustering of related young workers as an adaptive kin recognition process with an obvious immediate fitness advantage. It is true that laying workers may develop after loss of the queen, but then one might expect the phenomenon to be more strongly expressed under queenless conditions, where worker competition for reproduction occurs [27].

Clustering of related workers was similar in both queenright and queenless colonies. In the light of the findings on self-organization mechanisms in honeybee colony

Table I. Numbers of focal workers meeting other focal workers in the observation colonies. The expected numbers for a homogeneous worker distribution are given in italics. They are derived from the number of observed meetings and not from the absolute numbers of workers in the colony. \( \chi^2 \) values as well as the error levels are given. Focal workers show increased frequencies to meet with their sister workers. Note that the numbers of workers per genetic group are not equal in each host colony. Therefore the absolute numbers do not directly reflect the deviations from the expectations assuming random meeting. These are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colony #</th>
<th>Worker type</th>
<th>A. m. capensis</th>
<th>A. m. scutellata</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
<th>Chi²</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Obs.</td>
<td>Exp.</td>
<td>Obs.</td>
<td>Exp.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 capensis</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>638 585.5</td>
<td>900 929.9</td>
<td>513 535.6</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 scutellata</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>311.6</td>
<td>481 486.2</td>
<td>234 237.3</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Hybrid</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>356.4</td>
<td>312 303.8</td>
<td>509 544.8</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 capensis</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>683.4</td>
<td>459 450.1</td>
<td>670 723.5</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 scutellata</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>489.9</td>
<td>302 258.9</td>
<td>413 464.3</td>
<td>920 820.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Hybrid</td>
<td>3 404</td>
<td>3 290.0</td>
<td>1 560 1 674.1</td>
<td>814 766.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 capensis</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>815.2</td>
<td>64 67.5</td>
<td>203 201.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Hybrid</td>
<td>966</td>
<td>851.9</td>
<td>36 30.8</td>
<td>90 91.7</td>
<td>274 273.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 capensis</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>282.2</td>
<td>616 655.8</td>
<td>1 564 1 524.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 scutellata</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>413 464.3</td>
<td>482 476.5</td>
<td>814 766.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Hybrid</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>929.9</td>
<td>799 850.5</td>
<td>564 489.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NS: non significant.
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Cues as simple as nest temperature have been shown to be important for establishing self-organized processes in honeybee colonies [26], and this could equally well be important for spatial worker distribution. Age has been shown to have a strong effect on the temperature preferences of workers. Only older worker bees can cope with the cooler temperatures of the nest periphery [1], whereas the younger bees are found within the warm center of the nest [40]. The organization [e.g., 8, 10, 12, 26] it seems helpful to consider this concept to explain inhomogeneous spatial worker distribution.

Figure 2. Mean relative differences between observed and expected meeting frequencies under a homogeneous distribution of bees listed in Table I from all queenright colonies (n = 5). A positive deviation indicates a higher meeting frequency than expected under a random distribution of workers. Focal workers of all three groups met more frequently with their sisters than with the unrelated focal workers. □: A. m. capensis; ■: hybrid; □: A. m. scutellata.

Figure 3. Mean relative differences of the expected meeting frequencies of the focal workers in the queenless colonies. As in the queenright case, here also related workers met more frequently than unrelated workers. □: A. m. capensis; ■: hybrid.

It is well established that workers performing a specific task are preferentially found in specific nest areas [13, 42]. An extreme example may be that observed by Tautz and Lindauer [41] in dancing foragers which have specific individual dance floors in the nest that they use for communication on the comb. In our study we found clustering of young related workers well before any specific task specialization had been developed. It seems thus unlikely that specific tasks forced the workers into the various regions on the comb. Nevertheless, workers apparently have preferences for particular locations in the nest. If workers utilize very subtle cues to spatially distribute themselves in the hive, it may well be that related workers use similar cues in a similar way.
spatial position of a worker bee may thus correspond to simple cues such as intranidal temperature profile, and depend on individual thresholds for temperature preferences. If the threshold variance is due to genetic variance, then we would expect related bees to cluster in similar sites in the nest. Thus rather than identifying a potential kin ‘signal’ from a fellow bee [5], it may be a simple nest environmental cue that forces the bees into a particular region of the nest. The results would be indistinguishable in our observations.

Irrespective of the proximate mechanisms causing the clustering of related workers in different nest areas, it would be surprising if this had no consequences on worker specialization in later life. Individual experience does affect behavioral responses, and we do not expect workers experiencing different nest environments to have identical behavioral response thresholds in later life. If the location of a worker in the colony interferes with the behavioral threshold settings, then the switches for task specialization in honeybees may be set much earlier in the life of a worker honeybee than has been addressed so far [27].

Our results on clustering of related workers in the colony may be similar to those of Oldroyd et al. [30]. They found that dancing workers were preferentially followed by their super-sister workers, and discussed this as a possible adaptive process where kin recognition allows specialized workers to interact more efficiently for the needs of the colony. Yet already Oldroyd et al. [30] clearly saw the limitations of the analysis, and cautioned that the “data should not be taken as unequivocal evidence for subfamily recognition” (p. 128 in [30]), suggesting that task specialization was an equally valid explanation of their results. Although adaptive processes are plausible and cannot be excluded, there remains a paucity of studies showing clear evidence of any kin recognition mechanism among honeybee workers, and there is as yet no clear evidence of increased colony efficiency due to increased super-sister interactions. We favor a more parsimonious explanation requiring fewer assumptions and necessary mechanisms for clustering of related workers. If genetic task specialization determines the spatial position of a worker in the colony, then this is sufficient to explain clustering of related workers in the colony. In the interpretation of our study, we use this very argument but turn it around. We found an inhomogeneous spatial distribution of bees which were not performing any particular task, and argue that these positional differences among the young workers may contribute to the development of specific task preferences in later life (e.g., water foragers versus nectar foragers). We are well aware that we have no full experimental evidence yet to support the latter part our hypothesis (task specialization in later life). Nevertheless, in the light of the well-developed theoretical concepts of colonial organization and the empirical evidence of task specialization [3], the search for the mechanisms causing this pattern in spatial worker distribution and the identification of the consequences for the ontogeny of task specialization seem highly rewarding for understanding the colonial organization of the honeybee. The theory of subfamily task specialization within colonies is based on genotype-environment interactions. These can start very early in the life of a honeybee worker, and we should not necessarily expect a worker with a given genotype which is specializing in one task in a colony to specialize in the same task in another colony.
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Résumé – Regroupement d’ouvrières apparentées dans la colonie d’abeilles (*Apis mellifera* L.): processus adaptatif ou structure inévitable? Chez *Apis mellifera* la polyandrie de la reine conduit à la coexistence dans la colonie de nombreuses demi-fratries. La théorie de l’adéquation adaptative globale (« inclusive fitness ») prédit un potentiel conflictuel élevé entre les fratries qui favorise des mécanismes tels que la reconnaissance de parentèle et le népotisme. En même temps, la variabilité génétique combinée au polyéthisme lié à l’âge représente une base importante pour la division du travail et la spécialisation des abeilles dans la colonie.

Dans le présent travail nous avons cherché dans quelle mesure la structure de la colonie a une influence sur la répartition spatiale des ouvrières. Pour ce faire nous avons marqué individuellement 100 ouvrières nais-santes provenant de trois colonies mères non apparentées et de race différente (*A. m. capensis*, *A. m. scutellata* et leur hybride naturel) et les avons introduites dans huit colonies d’observations, cinq ayant une reine et les trois autres étant orphelines. Les ruches d’observation ont été constituées de cadres de couvain operculé couverts d’ouvrières. Sur les parois vitrées des ruches d’observation a été tracée une grille comportant 54 carrés (9 colonnes et 6 rangées). La position des ouvrières introduites a été notée six fois par jour et la répartition spatiale des groupes d’ouvrières obtenue (Fig. 1). Si des ouvrières sont observées dans le même carré, ceci est considéré comme une « réunion ». Dans toutes les ruches d’observations les réunions entre ouvrières sœurs ont été plus nombreuses (Figs. 2, 3). Dans six des huit colonies d’observation les ouvrières apparentées se sont réunies significativement plus souvent que les non apparentées (Tab. 1). Ces observations concordent avec celles de Oldroyd et al. [30], qui rapportent l’existence de contacts plus nombreux entre ouvrières apparentées dans la communication dansée et interprètent cela comme un processus adaptatif. De nos données nous concluons qu’il ne s’agit pas obligatoirement lors de ces « réunions » d’un processus adaptatif de reconnaissance de parentèle.

Les ouvrières ne présentent aucune activité particulière qui pourrait laisser conclure à un processus de reconnaissance. Les activités telles que le toilettage mutuel ou la trophallaxie n’ont été observées entre ouvrières marquées que dans 53 cas sur 25 192. Même si nous ne pouvons exclure un éventuel profit adaptatif pour les ouvrières, celui-ci semble improbable. Nos observations s’accordent plutôt avec le concept d’auto-organisation de la colonie d’abeilles. Des stimuli simples (comme la température ou la présence de la reine) peuvent également conduire à une répartition des abeilles dans la colonie qui ne soit pas due au hasard. Lorsqu’il existe pour des préférences concernant le milieu des valeurs-seuils différentes selon les fratries, on peut aboutir à l’émergence d’une structure semblable à celle que nous avons observée. Tant qu’il n’y a pas de preuve d’un mécanisme de reconnaissance de la parentèle dans la colonie d’abeilles, l’émergence d’une structure autoorganisée nous semble une explication plus plausible que le regroupement d’ouvrières apparentées.
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